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Choose a topic from the list below. Remember to choose the topic you know the most
about. Try to make your writing piece about 2 pages in length, handwritten.

Imaginative

1. Imagine that the time is late at night; you (or a character in your story) arc at home or in a
familiar place when the telephone rings. Create a story that includes this scene.

2. Imagine that you are caring for younger children for an evening. Make up a story to tell
them to entertain them. Invent your own story rather than using one you have heard

before.

3. Authors look to many sources for ideas. Use one of the following ideas and MAKE UP
A STORY: (a) "Coals and Embers" or (b) "Injustice."

How to Write an Imaginative Story

Story writing begins with a question: "What can I create out of this image, memory, or feeling?"
The image of a rickety, old tree house can grow into a story about the builders. The memory of a
former classmate can evolve into a story about losing a friend. Build your story with several

interesting characters, realistic dialogue, and believable action.

Focusing your efforts...With a starting point in mind (a strong memory, image, or feeling),
organize your thoughts for writing. Use this basic formula for your planning: In most stories,

there are: people (characters) in a place (setting) dealing with a problem (plot) that leads to a new
UndefStanding abOut life (theme). 6rom LI/riters Inc: A student handbookfor writing and learning,by Peter Sebranek, Pg. 168)

Imaginative Writing: exhibits original, fictional, and creative experimentation. It:

o Uses original ideas.

o Uses creative language.

o Presents the view ofthe author or ofthe characters.



Grade 6: Imaginative (Example of a "Highoo paper)

Title: "The Deserted Barno'

Topic: Make up a story about one of the following "An Unexpected Gift" or "The
Deserted Barn" or "The Broken Window."

Sconns AND CoMMENTARY (Phrases in bold are taken from the fficial Writing Scoring Guide):

Ideas and Content: 5 The writing is clear, focused, and interesting. The writer makes
connections and shares insights with the reader ('Of course I was going to tell my
family about my exciting day.") The writer has consistently used supporting, relevant,
carefully-selected details, particularly in the section when the deserted barn is being
described.

Organization: 5 This essay shows strong development of the beginning, middle and ending,
plus a structure that moves the reader through the text easily. Details are placed to tie
the beginning and ending together. ("I, Julie Zalen, was selfish..." at the beginning, and
then, "...and put all the money in the charity barrels..." near the end.) Using the device
of telling the story during the family dinner provides a framework that enhances the
central idea and its development.

Voice: 6 There is an exceptional sense ofwriting to be read. The writer shows her ability
to relate directly to the reader with situations that bring the story to life. The interaction
between the sisters gives the story both liveliness and honesty, as the relationship rings
true for the reader ("'Hush," I ordered her. "I'm telling this story."')

Word Choice: 5 The writer employs a broad range ofwords which have been carefully
chosen and thoughtfully placed for impact. Several evocative examples of figurative
language stand out: "cobwebs hung like banners," "as scared as a spider under a size 12

boot," and "creaked like a witch's cackle." Strong verbs are consistently used to describe

the dialogue, where the writer replaces the word "said" with words like "insisted,"
"cried," "protested," "ordered," and "reassured." Although the word choice contains
vocabulary that is striking and varied with well chosen words, it may not be quite
original or powerful enough to earn a 6.

Sentence Fluency: 5 Sentences are carefully crafted, with strong and varied structure.
(" I just love mysteries. Creepy shadows, haunting noises, and ghostly smells are all my
favorite; but most of all I love ghosts.")

Conventions: 5 The writing is characterized by strong control of conventions. This paper
demonstrates the writer's control of dialogue and the punctuation that goes along with it
as well as capitalization and spelling. A few effors (misspellings of decrepted, creeked,
Dad not being capitalized nthe dialogue, and some missing commas) are so minor they
do not impede readability.
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